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Band: Lucer (DK)  

Genre: Hard Rock 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Bring Me Good News 

Duration: 36:34 

Releasedate: 25.03.2016 

 

Is this the Black Metal band Luzifer? No, it is not. Lucer from Denmark dedicate their music to classic Hard Rock, 

comparable with bands like White Lion or The Summit. No surprise that the three guys may go on tour with Mike 

Tramp soon. The promosheet says Lucer is the most promising band in the near future. If that is true, we will see! So 

let's put in the CD and push play… 

 

The opener "Midnight Sun" is a very groovy opener. It's funny how some riffs remind me of colourful pictures and 

situations. At first I remembered a comedy show on the German telestation SAT 1 and then a picture of a cabrio with 

a couple of guys advanced the scene in my head. Both means fun. OK, maybe the comedy show means less fun than 

the cabrio. However, the feeling of the song is great and lets the band seem very congenial. 

The guys have fun with what they do. They recorded the tracks very solid and the vocals of singer Lasse Bøgemark 

contributes to my sympathy for the band. 

 

Now I want to say something about the production. It is a very straight and clean production which reminds me of 

the typical mainstream-radio sound. That is not a negative note, in my opinion there is a prominent feature missing 

which had to make the sound special. So I am wary because of the replaceable sound and production, if this band is 

the promising band in the near future. It's all for Public Relations.The songwriting seems also to be made for the 

radio-community. 

 

The most songs have a running time over three and a half minutes, which explains the album-duration of almost 37 

minutes. Some songs like "Too Late" are very boring, they leave me cold. Quite the opposites are the songs "I Don't 

Wanna Know" and "Bring Me Good News" – they bring a smile to my face because they show the fun the band had 

while playing these songs. I wish there had been more moments like these, especially in consequence of the short 

duration of this album. 

 

Conclusion:  

It is hard for me to assess this band. The technical cut is great and the production of the album is very good – but it's 

meant for mainstream. That is not a bad point but after the fourth playing, for me it's enough already. Sadly, there 

are just a few highlights on the half hour-album "Bring Me Good News". Only sympathy for the band is not good 

enough but who knows what the future brings? 

 

Rating: 6/10 

 

Recommendations: Bring Me Good News, Midnight Sun, I Don't Wanna Know 

 

Weblink: http://www.facebook.com/lucerofficial  

 

Lineup:  

 

Lasse Bøgemark - Vocal / Bass  

Anders Bøgemark - Guitar  

Jonathan Nørgaard – Drums  
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Midnight Sun  

02. Something Original  

03. Too Late  

04. Go Easy On Me  

05. I Don't Wanna Know  

06. Bring Me Good News  

07. Shooting Star  

08. What's In It For Me  

09. Million Faces  

10. Call It A Day  

 

Autor: Rocky / Translator: Cha Lee 


